The processing of Person and Number features in Turkish: An Event Related Potentials (ERP) Study
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ABSTRACT: Agreement is one of the most studied linguistic features in the field of language processing. There are two views regarding the processing of Person and Number features. According to the first view, Person and Number features are defined as distinct probes in derivation, while the latter view suggests that these features are bundle features. The current study investigated whether there is any difference in the processing of Person and Number features in Turkish using Event Related Potentials (ERP). Results revealed N400 + P600 patterns in the processing of both Person and Number features, with a greater N400 amplitude for the Person feature than in the Number feature. A greater N400 amplitude suggests more resources are required for the processing of a Person feature than the Number feature. Supporting the distinct features view mentioned above, our results show that there is a difference in the processing of Person and Number features and we claim that Person feature has a privileged linguistic status.
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1 Introduction

Agreement is defined as the matching of the φ-features (Person, Number, and Gender) between two constituents, and it is one of the most studied topics in theoretical linguistics, language typologies, and psycholinguistics. Related studies are given in the following section in detail. Overall, studies primarily question whether there is a difference in the licensing of φ-features which leads to a hierarchy among them. In recent years, cognitive processing of φ-features has also been studied and discussed in psycholinguistics. The motivation of this paper is to investigate any probable difference in the cognitive processing of Number and Person features in Turkish.

The paper starts with the theoretical background of these hierarchy related discussions by reporting typological and theoretical studies of Person and Number features. Then, the findings of the studies which examine the cognitive processing of the above-mentioned features are shared. Lastly, agreement paradigms and their fundamental features in Turkish are introduced, the findings of this study are reported and evaluated.
1.1 Typological and Theoretical Approaches Regarding Person and Number Features

Greenberg (1963) states that there is a hierarchy among Person, Number and Gender features. Accordingly, if a language possesses Gender feature it must have Number feature. However, if it has Number feature it must have Person but not necessarily Gender feature. This led to the Feature Hierarchy Hypothesis, which suggests the order of these features as Person > Number > Gender (Greenberg, 1963). Shlonsky (1989) affirms that Person, Number, and Gender features are located in separate nodes in the Agreement Phrase: [Tense Phrase (TP) [Person P (PP) [Number P (NP) [Gender P (GP) [Verb P (VP)]]]]]. Harley and Ritter (2002) argue that the Person and Number features are encoded as distinctly based on their Morphosyntactic Feature Geometry, and the Person feature is encoded in the speaker (first person) and addressee (second person), while the third person bears the Number feature.

In theoretical syntax, there are two views regarding agreement features. The first view suggests that the Person, Number and Gender features are in the form of bundle features and are identical in the feature matching process (Chomsky, 1995, 2000, 2004) whereas the second suggests that these features enter the derivation as distinct probes (Baker, 2008; Béjar & Rezác, 2003; Bianchi, 2006; Linn & Rosen, 2003; Nevins, 2011; Preminger, 2011; Sigurðsson, 2004).

Research on Georgian and Basque showed that Person and Number can independently agree with the subject (Bejar, 2000; Rezác, 2003). Baker (2008, 2011) states that Person agreement requires a more specialized syntactic structure than Number and Gender agreement. Baker proposes a universal structural condition on person agreement: Structural Condition on Person Agreement (SCOPA) for the Person feature. Preminger (2011), on the other hand, suggests that while the Person agreement in Basque is established even if it is long-distance, the Number agreement can be problematic in a long-distance environment, thus the Person and Number features are distinct probes.

Sigurðsson (2004) claims that there are three groups of features in the phrase structure: Speech, Grammatical and Event features. In this respect, Speech features are in the Complementizer Phrase (CP) while Grammatical features are in the TP and Event features are in VP: [CP ... , Speech features [VP Grammatical features [VP Event features ...]]]. In addition, φ-features have a different type of interpretive procedure and interact with a different phrase structure. For instance, Person features interact with Speech features and express the status of the speech act, while Number features interact with only Grammatical features and express the numerosity of participants. In order to license Person features, these features must be matched with the T (Tense) head, and then with the CP, which includes the speech participant features. Number features do not need to match with the CP; it is acceptable for them to match only the T head for Number licensing. This configuration also suggests that Number features reflect a grammatical feature while Person features reflect a discursive feature.
On the other hand, according to the feature-based approach developed by Nevins (2011), the Person feature comes as a binary feature in the form of [± participant] and [± speaker], whereas the Number feature is privative. In other words, only [plural] form is syntactically specified for Number features while singular arguments [singular] are not. Thus, Person agreement has equipollent oppositions while Number agreement has privative-zero opposition, and unmarked Number features [singular] are never syntactically active or are never referred to in the syntax. Therefore, Nevins (2011) claims that Person contains more features than Number.

Overall, there are two views in the literature, one represented by researchers who consider the Person and Number features as bundle features and the other by those who claim that these features are assigned as distinct features.

1.2 Processing-based Approaches for Person and Number Features

Among the psycholinguistics studies, there are two viewpoints regarding the processing difference between the categories that form the agreement features: Those who claim there is no difference (Silva-Pereyra & Carreiras, 2007) and the ones who report differences (Carminati, 2005; Diaz et al., 2011; Mancini et al., 2011; Mancini et al., 2014; Nevins et al., 2007; Zawiszewski et al., 2015; Zawiszewski & Friederici, 2009).

In a self-paced reading study, Carminati (2005) shows that if the Person feature is presented along with ambiguity, it leads to longer reading times than if the Number feature is presented with ambiguity. In other words, the Person feature causes more processing cost than the Number feature. Aygünęş (2012) and Aygünęş (2013b) investigated Person and Number features via a repair-based judgement task and showed that there were differences in the repair of Person mismatch and Number mismatch condition. Aygünęş (2012, 2013b) also reported that these differences were not affected by word order as agreement relations were established before movement operations.

Person and Number features were also studied using Event Related Potentials (ERP). ERP is a method in which the electrical activity produced by the brain in response to a certain stimulus is measured using electroencephalogram (EEG). ERP components are classified based on their polarity, peak time and distribution on the scalp. The components frequently mentioned in language processing experiments are N400, LAN and P600. N400, first defined by Kutas and Hillyard (1980a, 1980b), has a negative polarity, peaks approximately 400 ms after the stimulus presentation, and shows a distribution slightly lateralized to the right in the posterior region of the scalp. Kutas and Hillyard (1980a) found that the N400 reflects a lexical-semantic matching difficulty; however, this component may also be sensitive to morphological and syntactic processing (Bornkessel, McElree, Schlesewsky, & Friederici, 2004; Choudhary et al., 2009; Frisch & Schlesewsky, 2001; Mancini et. al., 2011a; 2011b; Zawiszewski et. al., 2015).
LAN, which peaks at 250-500 ms post-stimulus interval and distributed in the left anterior region of the scalp, is attributed to the mismatches between the subject and the verb (Burkhardt, Fanselow & Schlesewsky, 2007; Coulson, King, & Kutas 1998b; De Vincenzi et. al., 2003; Hagoort & Brown, 2000b; Münte, Matzke, & Johannes 1997; Roehm et. al., 2005). It has also been associated with the operations related to verbal working memory (Kluender & Kutas, 1993a; 1993b; Münte et. al., 1998). P600 peaks with a positive polarity approximately 600 ms after stimulus presentation, and it is observed to be widely distributed in the middle posterior region of the scalp. The P600 is linked to errors during the processing of syntactic parsing (Friederici & Mecklinger, 1996; Hagoort et al., 1993; Hagoort, Wassenaar, & Brown, 2003; Osterhout et. al., 1994) repair of ungrammatical sentences (Coulson et al., 1998; Hagoort et al., 1993; Neville et al., 1991; Osterhout & Mobley, 1995) and the need for re-analysis of the garden path sentences (Mecklinger et. al., 1995; Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992).

There are only a few ERP studies examining the Person and Number features. Silva-Pereyra and Carreiras (2007) reported that there is no difference in the processing of Person and Number features for the first/second person, singular/plural forms in Spanish. As a result, they suggest that the Person and Number features are bundle features, thus the Feature Hierarchy Hypothesis is not valid. Nevins et. al. (2007), on the other hand, argue that when a mismatch occurs in both the Number and Gender features, the processing of these features is not any different than the processing of a Gender or Number mismatch alone. However, they further argued that a mismatch in both the Person and Gender features caused a larger P600 amplitude than a Gender or Person mismatch alone and claimed that this situation, which they observed in Hindi, is due to the privileged linguistic status of Person feature.

Mancini et. al. (2011a) state that dissociation of Person and Number features processing should be tested using third person, thus test sentences constructed with the first and second person (as in Silva-Pereyra & Carreiras, 2007) will reveal no difference. The ERP experiment of Mancini et. al. (2011a) was in Spanish and it included the third person. They reported a difference in the processing of Person and Number features: N400 + P600 were obtained in the processing of the Person and LAN + P600 were obtained in processing of the Number. They argued that the LAN component in Number was observed because of its grammatical characteristic, and the N400 component in Person was observed due to its discursive features such as being a speaker, an addressee, etc.

Mancini et. al. (2014) examined the processing of Person and Number features in Italian by using self-paced reading. Their first experiment included the structures with the first Person. For the experiment, Person mismatch, Number mismatch and Person + Number mismatch conditions were created. No difference was found between the Person and Number features. The second experiment included the structures with the third Person singular and looked at the processing of the same type of mismatch conditions. Here, they found a difference between Number and Person mismatches. A difference in reading
times was also reported for Number and Person + Number mismatches, and reading times significantly increased when Person feature was processed. All in all, Mancini et al. (2014) support the findings in Mancini et al. (2011) and conclude that there is a difference in the processing of the Person and Number features, and this difference only occurs with third person. Zawiszewski et al. (2015) tested the relationship between the Person and Number features by using the second person singular in the Basque language. The sentences contained grammatical sentences as well as sentences with Person, Number and Person + Number mismatches. They found that N400 was elicited in all conditions involving a mismatch, but there is no significant difference between Person and Number mismatch conditions in terms of the amplitude of N400. On the other hand, the amplitude of P600 was significantly different between Person and Number mismatches and a larger P600 was observed in both Person and Person + Number mismatch conditions. Overall, Zawiszewski et al. (2015) conclude that there is a difference in the processing of the Person and Number features, so these features act like distinct probes.

As listed above, different findings have been revealed in a small number of studies on the processing of Person and Number features. In four studies examining the relationship between Person and Number features, it was stated that there is a difference in the processing of Person and Number features and that there is a hierarchy in the processing, such as Person > Number (Mancini et al., 2011; Mancini et al., 2014; Nevins et al., 2007; Zawiszewski et al., 2015). On the other hand, Silva-Pereyra and Carreiras (2007) reported that the Person and Number features have a similar effect on the processing cost. It is noteworthy that there are crucial structural differences in the studies reporting processing differences between Person and Number features. Some studies suggest that there is a difference in processing between person and number features only with third person (Mancini et al., 2011; Mancini et al., 2014). These studies indicate that it is not possible to create a pure Number mismatch, and there will be contamination of Person mismatch in Number mismatches with Persons except third person. However, Zawiszewski et al. (2015) show that the processing difference between Person and Number features occurs with Persons other than third person, such as second person.

1.3 Agreement Paradigms in Turkish

Agreement paradigms in Turkish are generally classified into three groups (Banguoğlu, 1974; Ergin, 1992)\(^2\). The first group of agreement suffixes originates from possessive suffixes, and they are used only with morphemes –DI (e.g. Biz gel-di-k) and –sA (e.g. Biz gel-se-k). Yu and Good (2000) and Good and

\(^2\) For a more detailed description of agreement paradigms in Turkish, see Aygűneş (2013a).
Yu (2005) name the first agreement paradigm as *k-paradigm* and suggest that this paradigm refers to real suffixes. On the other hand, the second group of agreement suffixes originated from pronouns, and they are used with all conjugations except suffixes –DI, –sA and the imperative form. Yu and Good (2000) and Good and Yu (2005) name the second agreement paradigm as *z-paradigm* and suggest that this paradigm consists of clitics. It is argued that there are several differences between the *k-paradigm* and *z-paradigm*—in other words, between being a real suffix and a clitic. (Yu and Good, 2000; Good and Yu, 2005). According to this view, the *k-paradigm* can be seen both at the end of the predicate and between Tense-Aspect-Mood (TAM) markers while the *z-paradigm* can appear only at the end of the predicate.

Secondly, Kabak (2007) states that the *k-paradigm* does not allow suspended affixation; while the *z-paradigm* does. To put it another way, *k-paradigm* establishes a strong relation with TAM, which appear before it, since it is a real suffix whereas the *z-paradigm* can appear in a suspended way as it is a clitic.

Lastly, it is stated that the *k-paradigm* receives stress, but the *z-paradigm* does not receive stress as in clitics (Zwicky and Pulum, 1983), and the stress is placed right before the agreement suffixes in this paradigm.

As a third paradigm in Turkish (mixed paradigm in Sezer, 2001), apart from the *k-paradigm*, which is suggested to be a real suffix, and the *z-paradigm*, which is
suggested to be a clitic, there is an agreement paradigm which can be approached as a unitary paradigm in parallel with Kornfilt (1997) and which is used with the imperative and optative mood. Although the morpheme –sln, which appears in the imperative mood, is sometimes considered as a suffix, only indicating the agreement category and sometimes as a portmanteau morph, indicating both agreement and mood, Aydin (2007) claimed that –sln does not show agreement category. Kornfilt (1984) primarily makes a distinction between a “nominal” and “verbal” agreement paradigm in Turkish. According to her view, the three above-mentioned paradigms are verbal agreement paradigms while the paradigm which consists of suffixes added to nouns or which is known as “possessive suffixes” is a nominal agreement paradigm. In conclusion, Turkish agreement paradigms consist of the mixed paradigm, which is used with the imperative and optative mood, the k paradigm, which is used with morphemes -DI and -sA and apart from these, the z-paradigm, which is used with tense/mood markers. Besides these, there is also a nominal agreement paradigm in Turkish (Table 1).

Table 1. Agreement paradigms in Turkish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>k-paradigm</th>
<th>z-paradigm</th>
<th>mixed paradigm</th>
<th>nominal paradigm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg</td>
<td>–m</td>
<td>–lm</td>
<td>–(y)lm</td>
<td>–(lm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2sg</td>
<td>–n</td>
<td>–sln</td>
<td>–sln</td>
<td>–(ln)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sg</td>
<td>–Ø</td>
<td>–Ø</td>
<td>–Ø</td>
<td>–(s)ln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl</td>
<td>–k</td>
<td>–lz</td>
<td>–lm</td>
<td>–(lm)lz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pl</td>
<td>–nlz</td>
<td>–slnlz</td>
<td>–slnlz/–lnlz</td>
<td>–lnlz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pl</td>
<td>(–lAr)</td>
<td>(–lAr)</td>
<td>(–lAr)</td>
<td>(–lAr)l</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Person and Number categories in Turkish is marked by a single portmanteau morph. Besides, although the morpheme –nliz is considered as a unique morpheme, it is argued that this morpheme consists of the morphs –n and –lz diachronically. Moreover, it is observed that the Number category in the conjugation for third person plural is presented with a different morpheme (–lAr) from the Person category. Therefore, even though the Person and Number categories are considered as a portmanteau morph in the k-paradigm, there are traces where the two categories may differ.

This study focuses on the Person and Number features which are included in the verbal agreement paradigm in order to provide consistency in the literature on the sentence processing. Our stimuli consist only of the k-paradigm which is one of the verbal agreement paradigms in Turkish that are used in the test sentences. The main reason for this is to examine the processing of the Person and Number features of the real agreement suffixes instead of clitics. The second reason is that all the suffixes that are in the k-paradigm consist of a single
syllable, unlike the other agreement paradigms. Therefore, the k-paradigm also displays a more balanced distribution between the conditions in terms of the length of suffixes and minimizes the contamination of the processes that are different from the parameters that the study aims to measure.

1.4 Research Questions

This study aims to test whether there is a difference in the processing of Person and Number features in Turkish using ERP. In this context, the research questions of the study are as follows:

i) Is there a difference between Person and Number features in terms of cognitive processing?

ii) Is the Person>Number hierarchy of the Feature Hierarchy Hypothesis valid for Turkish?

iii) Which ERP components are effective in the processing of Person and Number features in Turkish?

In line with the theoretical and experimental findings, we hypothesized that the processing of Person and number features differs. Thus, we predict that different ERP components will be elicited or the same ERP component with different amplitudes will be elicited for the two features during the processing of Person and Number features. If a greater amplitude of N400/LAN and/or P600 is observed, it will suggest that more resources are required especially for the processing of the Person feature and support the Feature Hierarchy Hypothesis, which is in the form of Person>Number. Thus, the difference between the processing of Person and Number features will support the idea that the Person and Number features enter the derivation as distinct probes (Sigurðsson, 2004) or the theoretical views that they display a different feature distribution (Nevins, 2011), contrary to the idea that the Person and Number features are bundle features (Chomsky, 1995, 2000, 2004).

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

Thirty-four university undergraduates (age range: 20-32, mean age: 26.64) (19 female) participated in this study. All were native speakers of Turkish, right-handed, and had normal or corrected vision. They all filled and signed the “Informed Volunteer Consent Form” approved by Ankara University Faculty of Medicine Clinical Research Evaluation Board with decision Number 28-485.
2.2 Materials

The study had a similar experimental design used by Silva-Pereyra and Carreiras (2007). The experimental set involved four conditions: Grammatical, Person mismatch, Number mismatch, and Person-Number mismatch. There were 100 sentences for each of these conditions and 400 sentences in total (Table 2). In addition, 200 grammatical clauses were used as fillers to equalize the number of the grammatical sentences and ungrammatical ones, but these sentences were not included in the analysis process. The sentence structure involved subjects with the first Person singular *ben* ‘I’, the first Person plural *biz* ‘we’, the second Person singular *sen* ‘you’ and the second Person plural *siz* ‘you’, and each condition was represented in equal numbers. Subject-object-verb sequence was used in all of the sentences and past tense suffix –DI was added to all the verbs. The k-paradigm was used as the agreement paradigm.

Table 2. Sample sentences used in the experiment set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grammatical</th>
<th>Person Mis.</th>
<th>Number Mis.</th>
<th>Person+ Number Mis.</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ben yemeği</td>
<td>yaptın make.</td>
<td>yaptın make.</td>
<td>yaptın make.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I meal.ACC</td>
<td>PAST.1SG içtim drink.</td>
<td>PAST.2SG içtim drink.</td>
<td>PAST.1PL içtim drink.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sen kahveyi</td>
<td>biçim içtim drink.</td>
<td>biçim içtim drink.</td>
<td>biçim içtim drink.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you coffee.</td>
<td>PAST.2SG sildim clean.PAS</td>
<td>PAST.1SG sildin clean.</td>
<td>PAST.2PL sildin clean.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biz tahtayı</td>
<td>sildirim clean.PAS</td>
<td>sildiniz clean.</td>
<td>sildiniz clean.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we board.</td>
<td>PAST.1PL gezdim visit.</td>
<td>PAST.2PL gezdim visit.</td>
<td>PAST.1SG gezdim visit.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>gezdiniz visit.</td>
<td>gezdik visit.</td>
<td>gezdik visit.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siz müzeyi</td>
<td>gezdiniz visit.</td>
<td>gezdik visit.</td>
<td>gezdik visit.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you museum.ACC</td>
<td>PAST.2PL</td>
<td>PAST.1PL</td>
<td>PAST.2PL</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 400

2.3 Procedure

All participants were individually tested in a dimly lit cabinet known as the Faraday Cage, isolated from sound and electromagnetic interference. The participants were seated in front of the computer monitor with a distance of 110 cm. The sentences in the experiment were presented visually and word by word in white letters on a dark gray background. Stimulus presentation started with a
fixation cross that remained in the middle of the screen for 1000 ms, which was followed by a blank screen for 300 ms. Afterwards, the words were presented for 500 ms with 300 ms of blank screen between the words. At the end of each sentence, a question mark was presented for 2000 ms (Figure 1). After seeing the question mark, the participants were asked to press the left key if it was grammatical and the right key if it was ungrammatical. After the question mark disappeared from the screen, 300 ms of blank screen was presented and the presentation of the other sentence started. The ERP experiment lasted about three hours.

Figure 1. Stimulus presentation and duration

2.4 EEG Recording and Analysis

Electroencephalogram (EEG) data was collected through a standard 32-channel Brain Amp system and was referenced on-line to linked earlobes. Electro-oculogram (EOG) was recorded from the electrodes placed in the nasal and external quantus region of the right eye to monitor eye movements. During the EEG recordings, the electrode impedance was kept below 10 kΩ for scalp electrodes and 5 kΩ for ground and EOG electrodes. The sampling rate was 500 Hz during EEG recording. Artifact correction for eye artifacts was done using Independent Component Analysis (ICA). The EEG signal was filtered between 0.1 Hz -15 Hz. The epochs were time-locked to the onset of verbs, which were the critical words for the study, with a 200 ms pre-stimulus and 800 ms post-stimulus interval. The baseline correction was applied in the -200 ms and 0 ms
pre-stimulus time window. The analysis of these time windows was done based on the average amplitude values. In the study, 270-450 ms time window for LAN and N400, 500-750 ms time window for P600 was analysed. Statistical analysis was carried out by grouping the electrodes equally. The electrode grouping was performed based on the distribution of anterior-posterior and left-right hemisphere (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROI</th>
<th>Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frontal</td>
<td>F, FC</td>
<td>F3,FT7, FC3,FT7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior</td>
<td>CP, P</td>
<td>CP3,TP7, P3,P7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For statistical analysis, repeated measures ANOVA was carried out based on Conditions (4 levels: Grammatical, Person mismatch, Number mismatch, Person-Number mismatch) × ROI (2 levels: frontal, posterior) × Hemisphere (2 levels: left hemisphere, right hemisphere). Greenhouse-Geisser correction (Greenhouse-Geisser, 1959) was applied to all repeated measures with more than one degree of freedom in the numerator.

3 Results

3.1 270-450 ms Time Window

In the 270-450 ms time window, all mismatch conditions elicited a greater negativity than the grammatical condition (Figure 2), and the lateralization of the negativity was found in the right hemisphere (Figure 3). This negativity is interpreted as the N400 component.

There was a significant main effect of Condition, $F(3,99) = 12.186, p < .001$, Condition × Hemisphere interaction, $F(3,99) = 8.753, p < .00$, and Condition × ROI × Hemisphere interaction, $F(3,99) = 3.102, p < .05$, but there was no such significant effect of Condition × ROI interaction, $F(3,99) = 1.080, p > .05$. When the conditions were compared pairwise, a significant difference between Person and Number mismatch was found. Moreover, there was no difference between Person mismatch and Person-Number mismatch while there was a difference between Number mismatch and Person-Number mismatch, and a greater amplitude of the N400 component was observed for Person-Number mismatch. (Table 4). Therefore, in this time window, it was observed that the N400 component is elicited in the processing of Person and Number features, but the amplitude of the N400 was greater for Person mismatch than Number mismatch.
This finding shows that a difference arises during the processing of Person and Number features.

**Table 4. Pairwise comparisons in 270-450ms time window**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C</th>
<th>C×H</th>
<th>C×ROI×H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical vs Person Mis.</td>
<td>14.849</td>
<td>***14.242</td>
<td>*** n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical vs Number Mis.</td>
<td>5.073</td>
<td>* 17.140</td>
<td>*** n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical vs Person+Number Mis.</td>
<td>32.894</td>
<td>***15.547</td>
<td>*** 5.071 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person Mis. vs Number Mis.</td>
<td>7.643</td>
<td>** n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person Mis. vs Person+Number Mis.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number Mis. vs Person+Number Mis.</td>
<td>10.366</td>
<td>** n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p≤.05, ** p≤.01, *** p≤.001, n.s.=not significant, Mis.=Mismatch, C=Condition, H=Hemisphere.

**Figure 2. Grand-averaged ERPs time-locked to the verb onset**
3.2 500-750 ms Time Window

In the 500-750 ms time window, a positivity (P600) was elicited in all conditions (Figure 2) and it was larger in the Person + Number mismatch condition. It was observed especially in the left posterior area (Figure 3). Furthermore, while the main effect of Condition, $F(3,99) = 4.621$, $p<.01$ and Condition × ROI × Hemisphere interaction, $F(3,99) = 3.138$, $p<.05$, were statistically significant, Condition × ROI, $F(3,99) = 0.943$, $p>.05$, and Condition × Hemisphere interaction, $F(3,99) = 2.639$, $p>.05$, were not. When pairwise comparisons were examined, it was observed that there was not a difference between Person mismatch and Number mismatch, and the main difference arose between Person-Number mismatch and the other conditions in this time window. The pairwise comparisons related to $F$ and $p$ values of the statistical significance levels are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Pairwise comparisons of the conditions in 500-750ms time window

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C</th>
<th>C×ROI×H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical vs Person Mis.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical vs Number Mis.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical vs Person+Number Mis.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>7.529*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person Mism. vs Number Mis.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person Mismatch vs Person+Number Mis.</td>
<td>17.619***</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number Mism. vs Person+Number Mis.</td>
<td>4.560*</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p≤.05$, ** $p≤.01$, *** $p≤.001$, n.s.=not significant, Mis.=Mismatch, C=Condition, H=Hemisphere.
4 Discussion

The current study investigated whether there is a difference in the processing of Person and Number agreement features in Turkish using ERP. Previous studies have presented conflicting findings; some suggest that there are no differences in the processing of Person and Number features (Silva-Pereyra & Carreiras, 2007), while others suggest that there are differences in the processing of these features (Mancini et al., 2011a; Mancini et al., 2014; Nevins et al., 2007; Zawiszewski et al., 2015). As a result, it was hypothesized that if there is a difference in the processing of the Person and Number features, the Person mismatch should have a greater impact in the N400 / LAN and/or P600 components compared to the Number mismatch. Also, given that the mismatch in a single feature can have different effects than the conditions with mismatches in two features (Barber & Carreiras, 2003), it was hypothesized that the mismatch in the Person and Number features together would have a greater effect than the Number mismatch, in particular.

In the first time window, Person, Number and Person-Number mismatch conditions showed a larger N400 amplitude lateralized to the right hemisphere, compared to Grammatical condition (Figure 3). The N400 is generally defined as a component that peaks in the posterior region of the scalp and is slightly lateralized to the right hemisphere (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980). When the conditions are evaluated for the N400 effects, it is clear that Person mismatch
and Number mismatch significantly differ in terms of the N400 effects. The N400 has a larger amplitude in Person mismatch condition. It demonstrates that the Person and Number features are different, that is, there is a difference in the processing of the two features. Moreover, the processing of the Person feature creates a greater cognitive load. However, the difference observed between Person and Number features does not refer to a topographic difference, but an amplitude difference. The N400 component (Mancini et. al., 2011a; Zawiszewski et. al., 2015) has been reported along with the LAN component (Silva-Pereyra & Carreiras 2007; Nevins et. al., 2007) during the processing of the Person feature. Mancini et. al. (2011a) emphasize that the N400 was observed because the Person feature is a discursive feature, but the LAN was observed because the Number feature is morphological alone. Consequently, the processing of the Person feature establishes a multidimensional relationship between morpho-syntax and discourse. More specifically, N400 is visible, but LAN is actually elicited instead of N400, as there are only morpho-syntactic processes in Number mismatch and no additional connection takes place with discourse. LAN + P600 pattern has also been reported quite systematically during the processing of the Number feature (Angrilli et al., 2002; Coulson et. al., 1998; De Vincenzi et. al., 2003; Hagoort & Brown, 2000a; Kutas & Hillyard, 1983; Mancini et. al., 2011a; Molinaro et. al., 2008b; Molinaro et. al., 2011; Nevins et. al., 2007; Osterhout & Mobley, 1995; Palolaihti et. al., 2005; Roehm et. al., 2005; Silva-Pereyra & Carreiras, 2007).

Similar to Zawiszewski et. al. (2015), we have found the N400 component during the processing of the Number feature. One of the possible reasons for this N400 effect can be that the N400 basically reflects a feature-based error identification process. Even though the Person feature is determined as a binary feature in the form of [± participant] and [± speaker], because the Number feature is missing and because the [singular] members are by default, only the plural forms are determined in the form of [+] plural (Nevins, 2011). Therefore, it can be argued that the N400 in this condition increased amplitude, as N400 was elicited in both conditions and more features needed to be analysed to interpret the Person feature. Another possible reason for N400 effects in both conditions in the study can be the location of the critical word in the experiment. Some studies showed that if the critical word is located at the end of the sentence, N400 effects can be observed because the analysis of the entire sentence also takes place at the end (Hagoort, 2003; Hagoort & Brown, 1999). In this case, it is emphasized that the N400 can reflect the wrap-up effect of the sentence. However, even if the evaluation of the whole sentence has a possible effect on the topographic distribution of this ERP component, it does not appear to mask the difference in the processing of these features. Therefore, the processing of the Person and Number feature differs and more resources are needed to process the Person feature. Even though there is no statistical difference between Person and Person-Number mismatch, there is a difference between Number and Person-Number mismatch. This finding suggests that due to the high cognitive
load of the Person feature, a mismatch in the Person feature has a similar effect to the situation in which a mismatch is created in both features. In conclusion, even though Silva-Pereyra and Carreiras (2007) did not reach a feature hierarchy with a similar experiment pattern in Spanish, the current study suggests a hierarchy in the form of Person>Number and thus supports the Feature Hierarchy Hypothesis.

In the second time window, a P600 component with a positive polarity peak was observed in all conditions, but this positivity did not make a significant difference when the grammatical condition was compared to those where there was a mismatch in a single feature. Similarly, there was no difference in this time window between Person mismatch and Number mismatch (Figure 2). The difference was observed between the Person + Number mismatch and the other conditions. Thus, the source of the difference was the Person-Number mismatch. The positivity in Person-Number mismatch was distributed in the left –posterior region of the scalp, but the topographic appearance of the effect here differed from the P600 peaking in the mid-posterior area and remained in a more limited area (Figure 3). This effect, which was observed only in binary mismatches in the second time window, seems to be compatible with the findings of Silva-Pereira and Carreiras (2007). In their study, a significant difference was found only in cases where binary mismatches occurred in the 500-700 ms time window, but the positivity in the present study was found in the right posterior area of the scalp. Similarly, Barber and Carreiras (2003) reported that the decision making process takes place in binary mismatches faster and without any separate control process. As a result, the processing of the mismatches created in both features here required more cognitive resources than a single mismatch.

Interestingly, there was no greater positivity in the single feature mismatches than in the grammatical condition. In many studies, the P600 component has been reported for the subject and verb disagreement (Barber & Carreiras, 2005; Hagoort et. al., 1993; Mancini et. al., 2011a; Nevins et. al., 2007; Osterhout & Mobley, 1995; Silva-Pereyra & Carreiras, 2007). P600 in these studies was associated with diagnosis (Barber & Carreiras, 2005; Carreiras et. al., 2004; Molinaro et. al., 2008), morpho-syntactic agreement difficulty (Carreiras et. al., 2004; Friederici et. al., 2002; Kaan et. al., 2000) and discourse-level agreement difficulty (Kaan&Swaab, 2003). However, in all these studies, the critical word was not at the end of the sentence. Lück et. al. (2006) state that if the critical word is at the end of the sentence, the closure negativity that occurs due to the evaluation of the entire sentence can mask the formation of the P600. Given that Turkish is a Subject Object Verb (SOV) language, and the critical word in the experiment is at the end-of-sentence position, it can account for why the P600 effect was not observed in the current study. However, the difference of the positivity following a dual mismatch in the Person and Number features compared with the other conditions suggests that if there is any need for more cognitive resources during sentence processing, the potential masking effect may...
exceed and the P600 may occur, yet the masking effect may affect the topography of the P600.

When the findings of this study are taken into consideration, it is seen that the N400 + P600 pattern was observed in all conditions. Furthermore, the Person and Number features cause a statistically significant difference in the N400 component. This difference was due to the larger N400 amplitude triggered by the Person feature. As a result, the current study on Turkish supports the Feature Hierarchy Hypothesis shown as Person>Number in the literature. In other words, the findings of this study show that there is a difference between the processing of Person and Number features, and more cognitive resources are required for the processing of Person features.

Previous research has shown that different Person and Number features should be considered. For instance, although the current experiment design matches the one by Silva-Pereyra and Carreiras (2007), the results of both studies diverge. Silva-Pereyra and Carreiras (2007) do not report any difference in the processing of the Person and Number features; however, the current study reveals such a difference. Moreover, Mancini et. al. (2011a, 2014) claim that the processing of Person and Number features differ only in the case of the third person. Yet, in the current study, similar to Zawiszewski et. al. (2015), we found a difference between Person and Number in the other Person features as well (i.e., 1st, 2nd). As a result, whether processing difference is dependent on the Person features (i.e., 1st, 2nd, 3rd) and Number features (singular, plural) is still debatable in terms of the Feature Hierarchy Hypothesis.

The ERP studies on Person and Number features report different brain components. For instance, Silva-Pereyra and Carreiras (2007) observed Anterior Negativity + P600 during Person and Number processing. They also did not find any difference in the processing of these features. However, Mancini et. al. (2011a) reported N400 + P600 for the processing of Person and LAN + P600 for the processing of the Number feature. They also reported differences in the processing of the Person and Number features. Zawiszewski et. al. (2015) found N400 + P600 for both the Person and Number processing. They also report that the difference in the processing was manifested only in the P600 component. The current study on Turkish shows that N400 and P600 were present during the processing of Person and Number mismatch. More specifically, the difference between the processing of these features lies in the N400. However, due to the limited number of studies on the processing of Person and Number features and the conflicting findings, it is critical to study other languages to reach a more general conclusion.

5 Conclusions

The following are our conclusions as pertaining to our research questions: A N400+P600 pattern was observed during the processing of Person and Number features in the k-paradigm in Turkish. A greater N400 amplitude was elicited
during the processing of Person features than Number features. This finding shows that there are significant differences between the processing of Person and Number features in Turkish, and the Feature Hierarchy Hypothesis (Person>Number) is valid for Turkish. The findings also support the idea that Person and Number features enter the derivation as distinct probes rather than bundle features.
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